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Abstract:
Objective: to investigate whether concentrations of procalcitonin (PCT) and C-reactive protein (CRP) in the umbilical cord blood (UCB) are valid biomarkers for the detection of infection in newborns of pregnant women with urinary tract infection (UTI). Methods: PCT and CRP were measured from UCB and were verified through a prospective study of newborns with appropriate birth weights, without asphyxia or signs of bacterial infection whose mothers were diagnosed with untreated or inadequately treated UTI during the final trimester of pregnancy. The blood of newborns was analyzed according to Rodwell criteria. Was calculated the relative risk to detect altered PCT and/or CRP concentration in UCB in newborn with positive Rodwell criteria. Results: samples from 97 newborns at term were analyzed according to Rodwell criteria. Fifty-six of them showed negative criteria. The RR was 2.0 (95% CI – 1.1 – 3.6 p = 0.03) according to PCT and 2.3 (95% CI – 1.1- 4.9) p = 0.03 according to CRP. Conclusion: A normal value to PCT or CRP available from UCB duplicate the possibility to Rodwell negative criteria result in peripheral blood of the neonate, away from the possibility of infection in newborn infants of mothers who had UTI in the pregnancy.
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I. Introduction

Maternal urinary tract infection in the prenatal period is considered a risk factor for the occurrence of intra-amniotic infection, hypertension/preeclampsia, maternal anemia, premature labor, and low birth weight, highlighting the importance of urine examination antepartum [1,2]. McGrady et al. observed that acute urinary tract infection during pregnancy was associated with fetal mortality in 17.9% of live births, and that early neonatal sepsis onset was of major concern [3]. Due to the lack of sufficiently sensitive or specific criteria for the early detection of neonatal sepsis, neonatologists predict clinical outcome based on the presence of risk-factors and nonspecific test results, before the clinical signs onset. Procalcitonin (PCT) is recognized as a potential early sepsis biomarker [4-8]. During the course of sepsis, PCT is produced by extra-thyroid tissues stimulated by endotoxin and inflammatory cytokines. PCT increases earlier in relation to C-reactive protein (CRP), but its induction is slower than the pro-inflammatory cytokines. The half-life and serum/plasma stability of PCT make it an easy parameter/target for routine use when compared to the inflammatory cytokines [9]. CRP is also an acute-phase protein synthesized by the liver and released after the initiation of the inflammatory process or when tissue is damaged. Serum levels increase after the stimulation of various cytokines such as TNF and interleukin-6. Some studies suggest that CRP could be a marker of infection or sepsis [10, 11].

The purpose of this study was to investigate whether the concentrations of PCT and CRP in the umbilical cord blood are valid as early and specific markers of early neonatal bacterial infection in newborns of pregnant women with untreated or inadequately treated urinary infection during the final trimester of pregnancy.

II. Methods

From January 2009 to December 2012 a prospective and cross-sectional study was carried out in a public maternity hospital in Niterói, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, when 97 newborns were consecutively selected from mothers with third trimester gestational urinary tract infection. This study was approved by the Committee of Ethical Research of Fluminense Federal University (CEP 0010.0.258.000-08), Niterói, Rio de Janeiro. (http://portal2.saude.gov.br/sisnep/pesquisador/extrato_projeto.cfm?codigo=179533)

In order to participate in the research pregnant women should arrive at the hospital with a clinical diagnosis which triggered the maternal screening for urinary tract infection. Urinary infection was considered when patient reported urinary complaints during the prenatal stage and an altered routine examination of urinary sediments confirmed by a positive culture. Mothers who had a history of membranes ruptured for more than 18
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hours, signs of intra-amniotic infection or another known infection, as well as those taking antibiotics were excluded from this study. Those who had not signed a consent form and had incomplete data conditions were also excluded.

Umbilical cord blood for PCT and CRP determination was collected immediately after ligation and section and the material was stored at -80°C to be measurements were made by a semi-quantitative immune chromatographic test (PCT-Q; BRAHMS, Hennigsdorf, Germany). The cut-off values considered were those standardized by their respective manufacturers. PCT concentration was considered normal if the value was equal or less than 0.05ng/dl. CRP detection, by Latex-Agglutination-Test (Labtest Diagnóstica®), was considered normal if the value was equal or less than 0.07mg/dl.

Those newborns from pregnant women with untreated or inadequately treated urinary infection during the final trimester of pregnancy were labeled as presumed sepsis and had peripheral blood analyzed according to the Rodwell hematologic scoring system criteria [12]. According to this system it was considered positive criteria three or more findings (was formulated that assigns a score of one for each of seven findings): abnormal total leukocyte count, abnormal total neutrophil (PMN) count, elevated immature to total PMN ratio, immature to mature PMN ratio greater than or equal to 0.3, platelet count less than or equal to 150,000/mm³, and pronounced degenerative changes in PMNs. It was considered negative criteria a score less than or equal to two when the probability of sepsis absent was of 99% [12]. All babies with negative criteria were not considered with sepsis and did not receive antibiotic therapy. Infants with severe asphyxia, respiratory failure and intracranial hemorrhage were also excluded from the study.

Data were analyzed by SPSS®16.0 software (SPSS Inc. Chicago). Results are given as means, standard deviation (SD) and 95% confidence interval (CI) for mean. Student’s t test was used to compare the means among the variables of birth weight, gestational age and Apgar score from 1st to 5th minutes. We also calculated the relative risk between peripheral blood analyzed by Rodwell criteria and cord blood PCT or CPR value.

### III. Results

All newborns had similar profiles (Table 1). Fifty-six (58%) newborns from 97 women showed altered blood according to Rodwell criteria for early diagnosis of neonatal sepsis regarding this hematologic scoring system, with normal PCT dosage in 52 % of them. Forty-one newborns with negative criteria, 76% had normal PCT dosage (RR = 2.0) different from normal CRP, and in 83% of newborns the criteria was negative (RR = 2.3) (Table 2).

There were no deaths and all left the hospital in good clinical condition.

| Table 1: Data from newborn from mother with urinary tract infection |
|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|
|                            | Rodwell positive criteria   | Rodwell negative criteria   |
|                            | (n=56)                      | (n=41)                      |
|                            | Mean SD 95% CI              | Mean SD 95% CI              | t   | P            |
| Birth weight (g)           | 3317.0 ± 523.9              | 3318.0 ± 413.8              | 0.01 | 0.992        |
| Gestational age (wk)       | 39.6 ± 1.1                  | 39.5 ± 1.2                 | 0.11 | 0.637        |
| Apgar score 1º min         | 8.6 ± 0.7                   | 8.2 ± 1.6                 | -    | 0.099        |
| Apgar score 5º min         | 9.18 ± 0.4                  | 9.0 ± 0.8                 | -    | 0.357        |

| Table 2: PCT and CRP cord blood level vs peripheral blood Rodwell criteria (from baby) |
|-----------------------------------|-------------------|-------------------|
|                                  | PCT               | CRP               |
|                                  | ≥ 0.05 mg/dl¹     | < 0.05 mg/dl¹     | ≥ 0.07 mg/dl²     | < 0.07 mg/dl²     |
| Rodwell positive criteria (n=56) | 27 (48%)          | 29 (52%)          | 22 (39%)          | 34 (61%)          |
| Rodwell negative criteria (n=41) | 10 (24%)          | 31 (76%)          | 7 (17%)           | 34 (83%)          |

RR²⁺ = 2.0 (95% CI – 1.1 – 3.6) x = 2.2 p = 0.03
RR²⁺ = 2.3 (95% CI – 1.1 - 4.9) x = 2.2 p = 0.03

### IV. Discussion

In our maternity, all babies from mothers with prenatal urinary tract infection are traced with blood culture, CRP dosage, and peripheral blood examination according to Rodwell criteria evaluation that, if not positive, a new blood sample is collected after 12 hours for other peripheral blood evaluation to some criteria. Then, biomarkers utilization is a great economy in the costs involved in the accomplishment of the complementary examinations, contributing to the reduction of a definitive diagnosis time and fast treatment. Delay in diagnosis and initiation of antibiotics have been shown to increase mortality in cohort studies [13, 14]. Additionally, a timely diagnosis could also avoid the antibiotic use in cases without evidence of bacterial infection, decreasing the potential development of antimicrobial resistance.
Several studies involving sepsis, urinary tract infection, central nervous system infection in children and adults utilizing PCT and CRP as biomarkers were published [15-17], but did not describe urinary infection as a frequent problem during pregnancy. If the infection is not properly treated the newborn must be screened for serial blood tests, as well as blood and cerebrospinal cultures to guide the treatment [18].

V. Conclusion

A normal value to PCT or CRP available from blood cord duplicate the possibility to Rodwell negative criteria result, avoiding to collect peripheral blood of the newborn from women with urinary tract infection not treated during the pregnancy.
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